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MJ Yarns: 9 Mini-Skeins (Simple Sock or Opulent)
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This scarf uses a Broken- or Double-Garter stitch pat-
tern, alternating columns of knit STS with columns of
purl STS to create staggered dashes of color. The de-
sign calls for 9 mini-skeins of MJ yarn (either Simple
Sock of Opulent Fingering), using three color groups,
each with three coordinating colors. The model pic-
tured above uses the three dragon colorways (Purple
Dragon, Green Dragon, and Fire Dragon) to center the
purple, green, and red groups, hence the Triple Dragon
in the title. Each color group then has two semi-solids
that coordinate with each dragon.

The stitch pattern is a double-garter (or broken garter)
pattern in which 5 STS are knit and the next 5 STS
purled. This row is repeated throughout the entire
scarf, making it suitable for an advanced beginner.
The slipped-stitch selvedge worked by slipping the first
stitch of every row creates a bit of a color-flare by pulling
up the color of the previous row, which I happen to like.
If you prefer, the last stitch of each row can be slipped
instead.

Notes

Gauge 6 STS/inch in Garter

Needles Size US #3 (3.25mm)

Abbreviations

K = Knit
P = Purl
SLWYIF = Slip 1 ST (purlwise) with yarn in front, then
move the yarn to the back
ST(S) = Stitch(es)

Yarn:

9 Mini-Skeins of MJ Yarn (Simple Sock or Opulent Fin-
gering Weight) in three color-groupings:

Color Sequence for the Model Garment:

Color A1 = Lafayette
Color B1 = Purple Dragon
Color C1 = Ascend
Color A2 = Fresh Mowed
Color B2 = Green Dragon
Color C2 = Horn
Color A3 = Majesty’s Fruit
Color B3 = Fire Dragon
Color C3 = Steel

Stitch Pattern

After the cast-on, each and every row will be worked
with the following stitch pattern:

SLWYIF, K4, work (P5, K5) across.

When alternating colors, do not worry about the verti-
cal floats; they are short enough they just will not show.
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Instructions

Beginning Color Sequence

Cast on 35 STS using Color A1.

Work 9 rows (according to the stitch pattern above) with
Color A1.

Work 20 rows alternating as follows:
2 rows of B1
2 rows of A1

Work one more row in B1, and work the next row using
C1 to establish the three-color sequence. Continue to
work one row of A1, one row of B1, and then one row
of C1.

Essentially, as you finish each row above, the next color
in the sequence will be “waiting for you” at the edge,
two rows down. Continue until Color A1 runs out.

Color Transitions

The first mini-skein to run out will be Color A1; when
there is not enough yarn to knit the next row calling for
A1, swap it out with Color A2, leaving at least an 8” tail
to weave in. When B1 runs out, swap it out with Color

B2; then when C1, runs out, swap it with C2.

You’ll knit with A2, B2, and C2 for quite some time, but
when A2 runs out, swap it with A3. When B2 runs out,
swap it with B3; and when C2 runs out, swap it with
C3.

You’ll knit with A3, B3, and C3 for quite some time,
until Color A3 runs out. Work one more row in Color
B3, so that B3 and C3 are at the same edge.

Ending Color Sequence

Work 20 rows alternating as follows:
2 rows of C3
2 rows of B3

Work 10 rows in Color C3 and bind off.

Weave in ends.

Variations

Any nine colors may be used in this scarf, and the har-
mony of the colors both within and across palettes allow
for endless variations.

Group 1: Soul Fissure, Cerulean Twilight, King’s Blue
Group 2: Lafayette, Mystic Lagoon, Blue Magic
Group 3: Steel, Katelyn, Quiet River

In the above variation, the A colors are shades of black
and gray; the B colors are variegated; and the C colors
are shades of blue.
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